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People
Beatle borrows: Paul

McCartney says his better relations
with other former Beatles has made it
possible for him to play the legendary
group's songs in public again.
"My relations with former
members of the band have improved.
Those songs are wonderful memories
for me and that is why I am playing
them again," he said before his Rome
concert, part of a world tour
promoting his latest album "Flowers
in the Dirt."
Those songs include "Can't Buy Me
Love," "Eleanor Rigby," "Back in
the USSR," "Hey Jude" and
"Yesterday."
*
Glenn hit: In Washington, a
neatly dressed man watched Sen.
John Glenn help plant an Ohio tree
outside the Smithsonian Institution
Wednesday, walked up to the senator
and then punched him in the jaw. The
Ohio Democrat stopped the assailant
by grabbing his arms, then
Smithsonian security guards held the
man until local police arrived and
took him into custody, spokeswoman
Linda St. Thomas said.
The attack was videotaped by a
television crew that was interviewing
Glenn when ' 'this guy starts
muttering "The earthquakes are
starting. The earthquakes are
starting,' comes up and socks Glenn
on the jaw," said the senator's press
secretary.
The man continued to mutter about
earthquakes and also said "You got to
listen to me. The pope knows about it.
I've filed it at the Capitol."

by James Rowley
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The Justice Department said Wednesday that a court
decision allowing former President
Reagan's papers to be subpoenaed for
an Iran-Contra trial "raised a serious
question" about the institution of the
presidency.
Comments by chief spokesman David Runkel appeared to signal that top
Justice Department officials were
studying the possibility of supporting
Reagan in any challenge to subpoenas
for notes and diaries for use as evidence by former National Security Adviser John Poindexter.
Runkel emphasized that the department has not formulated a position on
Tuesday's ruling by the trial judge in
Poindexter's case and wouldn't do so
without consulting with Reagan's private attorney. Theodore Olson.
But the spokesman said the ruling by
U.S. District Judge Harold Greene
"does raise a serious question about
the institution of the presidency."
"The judge's decision would allow
for the subpoenaing of material from
President Reagan that dealt with discussions he had when he was president," Runkel said. "We intend to take
a look at that."
D See Reagan papers, page 5.

Firelands
bomb scare
announced

Willis talks: Bruce Willis says
he's not nostalgic for his wild and
crazy bachelor days.
"I like what (mythologist) Joseph
Campbell says about marriage," he
said in Fame magazine's November
issue. "He says that it's nothing more
than a symbol for the sacrifice of the
ego and of the individual toward
something larger, which is the union
that is made from two individual
egos." '
• The 34-year-old Willis, who is
married to actress Demi Moore and
the father of their young daughter,
Rumer Glenn, said he hasn't lost
anything.
"And I've gained a hundredfold,"
he said. "My little child is the light of
my life, is the best thing that I've ever
done and the most spiritual thing that
I've ever done."

State
Pick a Jack From the Stack
Acidic accident avoided:

Nation
Pumpkin periled: In Winter

Park, Fla.. the United Methodist
Church didn't want its members to
work on Sunday so it left its pumpkin
stand unstaffed that day. But that
failed to keep would-be customers out
of the pumpkin patch. Two Catholics
— Judy Martins and her 18-year-old
son, Steven — had stopped by the
patch near the church and were
searching for iack-o'-lanterns when
people started pressing money into
their hands.
"We were still dressed up from
church, so I suppose we looked sort of
official," she said Monday. "It was a
funny experience."
After collecting $57 in a half-hour,
the Martinses went home and called
the church. They learned it had no
Slans to staff the stand that day, so
ley returned with a lawn chair and a
church staffer's blessing to set up
business.
"If the Methodists don't want to do
it, they could hire a few good
Catholics," Martins saia.
Compiled from local and AP
trire reports

High 75c
Low 45

President's
papers are
summoned

BRIEFLY

In Findlay, Ohio, the Upper Sandusky
Fire Department rushed to a train
accident, and breathed a sigh of relief
when they realized that disaster had
been narrowly avoided. An Amtrak
passenger train had collided with a
CSX freight train. The impact
knocked the freight's 12th car off the
track and it overturned. A CSX car
containing carbolic acid, used to
make explosives, was directly behind
the derailed car but did not leave the
tracks.
"One more car and we could have
had a major disaster,'' Upper
Sandusky Fire Department Capt. Ken
Tucker said. "We just don't have the
expertise, training,
to handle that
kind of situation.,r

Weather
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Freshman Bernadetle Lorenzo searches through pumpkins at the Volunteers in Progress-sponsored pumpkin sale held
Wednesday at the Student Services Forum. Lorenzo said she was buying for her McDonald East dormitory secret pumpkin.'

Cafeteria
staff level
sufficient
by JiU Novak
staff writer

The recent staff shortages in University cafeterias have ended and Food
Operations no longer needs the temporary help they had hired at the beginning of the semester.
At the beginning of October, Food
Operations needed at least 60 people to
fill employment positions, so a new policy was instituted to hire high school
students and other temporary parttime help such as housewives, according to Director of Food Operations Jane
Scnimpf.
Edward O'Donnell, assistant director of Food Operations, said typically
at the beginning of the fall semester,
many freshmen are hesitant to start
working because they do not think they
will have sufficient time.
Gradually, the student application
level increases, but this year it went
slower which required the hiring of the
part-time temporary help, O'Donnell
said.
However, throughout October between 10 and 15 students began applying each week for cafeteria positions,
O'Donnell said, and "right now, staffing is at a point deemed necessary to
run all operations."
Sandra Lorenzen, assistant general
manager at Kreischer cafeteria, said
one night, 18 people came in to apply
which really boomed our schedules
and helped to alleviate the problems of
managers having to do student's jobs
D See Food Operations, page 3.

Firelands College received a bomb
threat Wednesday afternoon, forcing
the evacuation of all buildings and the
suspension of classes.
However, there was no explosion at
the time the alleged bomb was to detonate, said a spokesperson for the University's branch college.
A female called college officials at
about 1:30 p.m. and said a student had
planted a bomb in a campus building
and it would detonate at 3 p.m., said
Holly Hilborn, director of college relations.
"All buildings were evacuated immediately," she said.
Proper procedure was followed and
the Erie County Sheriff's Department
and the Huron Fire Department was
called to the scene, she said.
The investigation did not turn up any
explosive devices, a deputy said and a
Huron city fireman said "it was a false
alarm."
Hilborn said Firelands has not had a
problem with threats in the past.

Interracial couples deal
with negative reactions
middle-upper class neighborhood," he
said "we were walking a big black dog
and people literally slowed down their
cars and came to their front windows to
stare at us."
Although, the situation is not funny,
Craig said it is better if people can find
the humor in the situation.
"It is better to laugh than to get pissed off because when you do, you lose
your perspective," he said.
Hiroko said if she and Craig were in
Japan they would receive even more
glances.
"In Japan it would be a different
story," she said, citing strong cultural
values for the reason.

Editor's note: This is the second in a
three-part series on interracial dating
among college students.
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

Interracial couples face stares and
comments from the public which cause
feelings of anger and frustration, one
University professor said.
Jack Taylor, assistant director of
minority affairs, said couples can cope
with society's reactions in two ways.
"People can either ignore it or confront it,' Taylor said.
Most people choose to overlook it, he
said, "however, just because people
tolerate it (the stares and the looks)
doesn't mean it doesn't effect them
emotionally."
The way in which people handle those
glances varies from couple to couple.
Lisa, a senior interior design major
from Dayton, has been dating her boyfriend Chris, who is black, for over two
years. When people glance at them in
public Lisa said they address the people directly.
"When people stare we sometimes
put them on the spot by waving to them
and saying, 'Hi', she said.
Although no comments have been
directed toward the couple, Lisa said
the stares make her angry.
"It makes me really mad, but most
of the time I ignore it because people
are entitled to their own opinions," she
said.
According to Lisa, people treat her
differently when they discover she is
dating Chris.

"People seem OK until they find out
that I am dating a black person, then
they act differently toward me," she
said. "People will say, 'Really? I have
a best friend who is black,' when you
know very well that they don't."
Lisa said she does not understand
why people judge her because of who
she decides to date.
"I don't see Chris as black. To me, he
is just my boyfriend."
Craig, who is a mulatto, has dated
Hiroko, a senior American Studies
major from Japan, for seven months
ana while the couple has not received
many looks, Craig did describe a particular incident that happened in Rochester Hills, Mich.
Describing the area as a "nice

Although some people in the United
States have strong opinions opposing
interracial dating, it does not seem to
be an issue in Britain, according to
Ronnie Reid.
Reid, a black citizen of London, England has dated a white University student, Marlene Rebori, who is a senior
environmental policy analysis major,
for four and a half months.
"It (interracial dating) is more
common in London than it is here,"
Reid said. "In fact, it is more of the
norm over there."
From what he heard about the United
States, Reid said he expected more
stares and glances when tie and Rebori
went out in public.
"At first 1 was worried and thought,
'Oh my God'," he said. "But it really
has not been that bad."
However, Rebori said they have experienced an occasional disdainful
D See Interracial, page 5.
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War on drugs
starts at home
H. very one thought the war was over.
*^ Actually it nas just begun — that is the war
against drugs.
This is National Drug Abuse Awareness Week,
from parents to teachers, it is time for everyone to
do their share to help eliminate the problem. Even
President Bush has joined in on the campaign.
Our nation has an increasing problem with the
number of people abusing illegal drugs. The problem is, in fact, so bad that President Bush has designated a full-fledged war against it. He is going
even further than mere words and has allocated
millions of dollars to help fight the war.
The war will not be won on the battlefields of the
street. Society is not about to change its ways that
easily, it must begin in the home. The solution is to
teach our children the most important slogan of all
JustSayNo.
This is one of the simplest and perhaps most important slogans for United States citizens to know
and live by. It is up to parents and educators to instill this concept in our children. If parents succeed
in teaching our young, a difference will be seen. Unfortunately, not all children will heed the warning,
but let us hope that many will.
If children never begin experimenting with
drugs, then they will never have to go through rehabilitation. In this war against drugs no one is
drafted to fight, the soldiers enlist themselves to
make society a safer place for all of us to live.

Privileged not
above the law
jVloney can't buy everything.
■*■"■* When actress Zsa Zsa Gabor had the nerve
to slap a police officer during a routine traffic stop,
she obviously assumed her wealth and stature
would let her get away with it.
Never assume, Zsa Zsa.
And falsifying a driver's license? That is a
19-year-old — not a 68-year-old — trick which carries with it a serious punishment.
However, thanks to Municipal Court Judge Charles Rubin, who handed down a a three-day jail sentence, nearly $13,000 in fines and 120 hours of community service, Zsa Zsa has been taught a lesson.
A lesson that teaches all people of her stature that
no matter how much money you're sitting on, you're never above the law.
Many wealthy, upper-class Americans have the
mistaken attitude that they are superior to "average" citizens. But that is not what this country is
supposed to be about.
Democracy — the foundation of America — is
often disregarded by certain citizens who practice
a double standard.
A crime is a crime—no matter who commits it.
Rubin is to be commended for standing his
ground and not letting that double standard overtake the primary principle of democracy: thataZ/
are created equal.

Straight Talk Edward A. Dougherty
College education? Your move.
Well, the football team endured a sad loss on Saturday. It
would be easy to say "again,"
but that would be defeatist.
Playing with guts and tenacity,
the team needs our support.
But, you know, it makes me
wonder. Not about the football
team, but, I mean, why are we
here? Not in the existential
sense (though that does keep me
up some nights, too), but here,
here at Bowling Green. What
are we doing in school at all?
For the football, right?
Are you in college to escape
the cycle of "dull" jobs that pay
nothing, or not enough to supSrt a family — the proverbial
cDonald's "team of friendly
players?" Or to get into a career
that needs more people, a field
where the jobs are and money
are? Or are you spending some
time while you look ana make
yourself available for a lifetime
partner?
Still the football?
Are we in school to educate
ourselves or train ourselves to
produce? Are we becoming
more "marketable" by theprocess, or more human? These
questions aren't just ideas we
entertain for a while, but once
the bills come in we put them on
the shelf as too "impractical" or
"idealistic."
A woman (If anyone knows
her name, I'd be indebted to find
out) who survived the Nazi concentration camps once said we
don't need any more welleducated monsters in our world.
The doctors who ruthlessly experimented on people in the
camps were medical doctors,
well trained, well educated and
efficient. They were also inhuman.
If the world's population were
only 100 people and proportions
were the same as now, nearly 70
people would be unable to read.
How many do you think would
have a college education? I've
heard a lot of different numbers
in such a model, but none of
them over 10.
So, we're among the elite of
the world—the top 10 percent —

in education. The privileged.
What do you intend to do with
such greatness?
Make more money? Watch
football on new, more colorful,
clearer, sharper television? So
that when tragedy strikes, like
the earthquake in San Francisco, we'll see it up close? It's
not enough to know, we must respond —and respond with the
greatest human qualities.
This day, Thursday, as we
already know, 20,000 children
will die from lack of food and
proper nutrition. There is
enough food in the world. It is
not a lack of food, but generosity. If our education doesn't encourage us to respond to such
pain, it is not enough. We must
educate our hearts (or spirits),
so the development of our species and our world becomes a
place where kindness and
genUeness are not mocked or
used for personal gain and recognition.
Have you seen the footage of
heroic actions of people serving
others while in crisis in Hurricane Hugo's rage and in San
Francisco? What's your response? There are people in
Northwest Ohio giving of themselves to help others —people
they don't know.
If U.S. citizens can spend $10
million in 10 days to see "Batman," then humanity really can
solve hunger and aid people
whose lives have been ripped
open by tragedy.
Maybe someone should.
Maybe I could do something ?
I could do something. I can
learn how to distiguish right
from wrong. I'm not talking
about getting righteous enough
to stand on street corners (or
write columns) that judge people. I'm talking about real education in what it means to be
human:
freedom/responsibility. compassion/action, love/community.
I'm talking about making a
commitment.

We do not need more scientists
who make large amounts of
money in industry by researching ways to destroy life. We
don't need more business people
who will develop and sell things
we don't need and deprive others of life-giving resources. We
don't need social scientists who
study humanity enough to write
a best-selling self-help book. We
don't need any more writers and
teachers who really want to be
doing something else and don't
the impact of their
We don't need any more welleducated monsters.

Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Production Sup'r
Production Sup'r
Production Sup'r

Knowledge needed for diversity
To the Editor:
In response to the Viewpoint
article entitled "Diversity
efforts need strength," in the BG
News Wednesday Oct. 11, it is
my belief that one must become
strong to attain strength. In
other words, don't you think we
should have some type of ethnic
consciousness if, in fact, one of
Bowling Green State University's officially stated objectives
for the 1990s is creating, maintaining and enhancing cultural
diversity on campus? I feel it is
safe to say that a majority of
students attending the university are not here to promote social
change. Most people avoid the
issue, and the media certainly
avoids it. Why does the media
have persuasive communication
that deals with drugs and sex,
but not ethnic consciousness?Are
racial issues unimportant?
Should elementary schools
carry ethnic awareness along
with drugs and sex education?
Changes need to occur on
campus and in society in order
to increase the ethnic consciousness of people. Until people nave this opportunity, fing-
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ers should not be pointed. There
needs to be an attempt to make
Greek Life and the entire campus ethnically aware. After this
effort is made, you may feel free
to say that diversity efforts need
strength and that ads in
theAfews are racially offensive.
Until then, these organizations
should remain innocent until
Graven guilty, and thought of as
aving had no malicious intent
of offending certain ethnic
groups. I feel too much was read
into the ads in the News. Also, in
regard to the Rastafarian
Roommate Revenge ad, there
was no statement that said the
ultimate revenge against your
roommate was to set him up
with a Rastafarian date.
We need to promote ethnic
consciousness before we can
strive for cultural diversity. We
need to do this through education, media representation and
group interaction — not through
nit-picking at groups or individuals who are not conscious of the
situation.
Tony Manolatos
208 Delta Tau Delta
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Send it to WFAL at West Hall,
and they will pass it along to the
Red Cross. What are you going
to do with your education?
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We, as students, must make
our education form us into truly
human persons, not commodities. Yes, we don't have much
money, but we do have some. If
everyone who reads the BG
News were to put the paper
down, go to their checkbook and
write a check for (5 to help the
Red Cross Crisis Fund aid the
victims of Hugo and the earthquake, it would make a difference. Five dollars. Not enough
to get a pizza.
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Student exchange program provides schooling varieties
brother Robert, both junior
business finance majors, came
from Kearney State College in
Kearney, Neb. and are currently
attending the University
through the exchange program.
"I had grown up in Kearney
and saw NSE as a way out," J.
Ritchie said. "At Bowling
Green, I'm getting more educational experience than at Kearney while still being involved in
the activities I was in at Kearney, like marching band.
"I'd like to do this again but I
can't." he said. "You're only allowed to do this one year."
An informational meeting was
h" MnnJay in the University
1 .. . better familiarize students with the exchange program.
Young said the deadline for
next year's registration is Feb.
16, 1990, but there are other
deadlines along the way.
"Students need to begin the
process of registering soon because they wifl need to choose a
school, obtain reference letters
and prepare their financial aid,"
she said.
The requirements for participation include having a grade
point average of 2.5 and at least
24 credit hours, Young said.
"We want a student to be at
least a sophomore before they

slaff writer

Students who feel trapped In
Bowling Green or those who are
6st plain bored with Northwest
hio have a way out through the
National Student Exchange.
This department in the University co-operative program
exchanges students with 40
other American colleges In the
United States and its territories
of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands and Guam.
Susan Young, the new coordinator of National Student
Exchange, said Bowling Green
students have the opportunity to
experience college in a different
American setting for a semester
or a year without paying out-ofstatefees.
"This is an excellent chance
for students to continue their
studies while living and learning
in a location they nave chosen,
Young said.
This year, the University is
sending 31 students to other
schools through the program
and is hosting 15 students from
other schools, she said.
J. Ritchie Morrow and his

participate in the exchange so
they will have developed some
skills in their major," Young
said. "But it's not too early for
freshmen to be checking into the
program."
Patti Ragan, a freshman education major, was one of about
20 students at the meeting who
showed interest in being an
exchange student. She said she
would like to go to school in
Maine to see how she likes it.
"I'm from New Hampshire
and thought I'd try Bowling
Green," she said. "But now that
I've been here I like home better, so I want to try going to
school in Maine, closer to
home."
Young said there are countless reasons for wanting to be
located in an area. The reason
may be the physical surroundings, near-by friends and relatives or even to check out an
area for the future.
"I want to get a job on the
East Coast someday so I thought
if I go ther now I could see what
it's like," said sophomore journalism major Heather Maraczi.
Tanna Zoeller, a junior Spanish major, said she had been to
Spain before as an exchange
student and would like to go
someplace else like Puerto Rico
to improve her Spanish.
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Spreading viruses hit BG
Viral infections are highly
contagious and easily spread by
being in contact with someone
who has an infection.
"The reason we are seeing so
many of these infections is because everybody is in such close
contact," Navin said. "These infections are easily spread
through the direct droplet
method, through sneezes and
coughs."
Since viruses causing colds
and flu are so numerous and easily transmitted, it is not easy to
prevent them.
According to a self-care
checklist prepared by the Health
Center, avoiding contact with
people who are ill, eating balanced meals each day and
avoiding overtiredness are all
ways to hinder the attack of a
virus.

by Sandra Kouralsky
staff writer

The cold and flu season is getting under way at the University
and while there are no known
cures for these ailments, a number of precautions may be taken
to decrease the risk of becoming
sick.
Viruses are the culprits behind colds and flus, according to
William Hann, associate professor of biology.
He explained that a virus attacks a cell, taking over all of
the processes of the cell, and
reproduces itself fo spread to
other body cells.
There are an estimated 120
different cold viruses, making it
difficult to find a cure for all of
them, he said.
Joanne Navin, Student Health
Center clinic coordinator, said a
majority of the students seen recently have been diagnosed with
upper respiratory infections and
strep throat. .

The checklist also stated it is
important to sleep for eight to 10
hours each day and to moderate
tension, worry, alcohol, smoking, late hours and working too

hard which cause stress oh the
body. Proper meals, including
fresh fruits and vegetables are
necessary to build up the body's
resistence to viruses.
"The most important way to
prevent sickness is to get enough
rest and to eat well," Navin
said. "Lack of rest and nutrition
are the biggest culprits for getting sick. "^
Flu vaccines are offerred at
the Health Center and often
ward off viruses, she said;
however, it is not necessary for
all students to obtain a shot.
Only those students with
chronic diseases such as
asthma, diabetes and heart
disease are advised to get a shot
in November, said Student
Health Center Staff Pharmacist
Janet Spieker.
"It is not a 100 percent guarantee that once a student has
been vaccinated he or she will
not get the flu," Spieker said.
"(But) it is possible to pick up a
strain of a virus not vaccinated
against."

BG News/ John Grieshop

Having A Field Day

Members of ROTC, Squadron One, Alpha Flight, march on the deck of Jerome Library as part of their
leadership lab training Wednesday afternoon.

Food Operations _
□ Continued from page 1.
as well as the problem of
longer cafeteria lines.
The efficiency at Kreischer
has increased a great deal, Lorenzen said, and now there is
ample time for the managers to
start completing the jobs they
have needed to do since the beginning of the year when time
was tight.
Because staffing is at this acceptable level, the 15 part-time
temporary employees will not
be scheduled anymore by the
end of this week.

When the temporary emSoyees were hired this year,
ey were told they would be
kept on the schedule only for as
long as they were needed and
could be taken off the roster at
any time, O'Donnell said.
Lorenzen said there were four
temporary employees at Kreischer and by the end of this week,
they will all be taken off the
schedules.
She said they have expressed
disappointment at their loss of
employment, but "at least they
have the experience if they want

PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING
OLD HEINZ PARKING
Across Rail Road Tracks from E. Merry Apts.
$100 one time charge
Parking now until 5/31/90
For more information call or stop in at
Greenbriar Inc.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717
.
PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING

REGGAE NIGHT
Sat. Oct. 28, 9 P.M. Union Ballroom
Featuring Ras Bonghi Dub Band from Columbus

0

to come back and work full
time."
If there is excessive absenteeism by current employees or if
full-time employees take leaves
of absences and cannot be replaced by student employees
due to their hours or the skill
level of the Job, temporary employees will be put back on the
schedule, O'Donnell said.
AMERICAN
CANCER
:SOCIETY"

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
Come See Us for Halloween
We Have Pumpkins Galore!
At the end of S. College
906 Napoteon l?d 353-8381
M-F 8-5
Sat 8-4
Sun Noon-4

HALLOWEEN
cards • gifts • masks • treats

•

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
H^

•

Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate/Co-Sponsored by Your Tours Limited
Everyone Invited

One love

STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
MON-FRI 8-5:00
SAT 9-5:00

'2 Per Person

SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
PICK UP THIS SATURDAY FROM 2 5
AT WOOSTER ST. BURGER KING
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Activist asks for help
Students can exert pressure for end of apartheid
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

A South African political activist asked University students to
help abolish the system of apartheid by encouraging them to
join campus organizations and
urging them to pressure the U.S.
government.
Agasa Keloegile Komane told
an audience of 150 Wednesday
night what an important role
students play in the abolition of
apartheid, in a lecture sponsored by the Progressive Student Organization.
"To you people of America we
are appealing to you for your
. (the abolishing of apartneid)," Komane said. "It is
only then there will be peaceful
change."
Students can apply pressure to
the government by urging
members of Congress to divest
funds as well as boycott products of companies which nave
funds in South Africa, Komane
said.
BG News/Pat Mingarell

Plates for The Family Car

Chinese graduate student Gang Wang puts a permanent license plate on his first car In Lot K outside Conklln Hall. This is Wang's second year at the University and as assistant hall director In Conklln. He bought
the car because his family, whom he did not see for over a year, came from Xlan. China, five weeks ago to
live with him. Wang does not know how to drive yet, but he is being taught by two of Conklin's resident advisers.

Tonite is Bargain Nite
All seats only $2.00
Ends Tonite

'TWO THUMBS UP.!»
- SISKEL S EBERT

' Brando is sensational"

Shows tonite at »B
7:15 p.m. & 9:15 p.m.
STARTS FRIDAY, OCT. 27th
"GROSS ANATOMY"
It's the toughest course in
medical school

Flight
Instructions
$

Introductory Lesson - 30.00
(Airplane & Instructor Incl.)

Airborne Aviation, Inc.
1255 E. Poe Rd., Wood Co. Airport

352-0826

Three University professors
held a panel discussion on the effects of censorship on society
last night in Kohl Hall.
Popular culture professor
Jack Nachbar, English profes-

sor Tom Klein, and Legal Studies associate professor Bob
Holmes answered questions on
issues such as censorship in
schools and movies.
Holmes emphasized there was
a time "states had a right to regulate religion, speech and the
press," until 1956 when the
power to regulate these issues

Ghost and Goblins and
Halloween Witches have taken over
The Flower Basket
with Special Treats just for you
stop in and see
THE FLOWER BASKET
108 S. Main St.
we deliver (next to Soft Rock) 352-6395
VISA
wire service
MASTERCARD

Fun Food, Fun Times,
For Fun People
104 S. Main

353-0988
Open 7 Days A Week

Let's see your face

Other ways blacks are mistreated include imprisonment
without a trial or reason and living restricions, Komane said.
"Blacks are not allowed to go
into a white section of town unless they are cleaning a white
person's house or taking care of
a white child." she said. "If they
do. they will be thrown in jail."
With the persistent help of
other groups, the barbaric
treatment in South Africa will
end along with the system of apartheid, Komane said.
"We must make a noise into
their ears until we are heard and
apartheid is eliminated forever."

Three professors discuss effects of banning books
staff writer

Catch Friday magazine
each week in the BG News

"When I was in prison they put
my neck in a noose and a bag full

of teargas over my head and
forced me to do exercises for 24
hours," Komane said. "When I
got tired and started to slow
down, the guards would kick me
in the back. After I collapsed,
they gave me electrical
shocks"

Censorship panel held
by Lorl Miller

oooBBeeooeeeeeeoooopBi

In addition, she said financial
support to the United Democratic Front, a political group opposed to apartheid, can also help
In the abolition.
"It is only through donations
that we can strengthen our organization," Komane said.
Joining organizations such as
the Progressive Student Organization also offer support to
groups such as the Untied Democratic Front and other
groups opposed to apartheid.
"Join and become one to take
a stand to impose sanctions
against the government of South
Africa," she said.
Lack of civil rights for blacks
is the main reason why students
should push for divestment,
Komane said.
She relayed her prison experience as a reason for individuals
to join an activist group because
she said it was a good example
of the inhumane treatment
blacks receive.

Every Monday Jazz Nite
Featuring This Week: Dan Faehnle Quartet
Every Tuesday Progressive Nite
Featuring This Week: TheSygn
Every Wednesday Blues Nile
Featuring This Week: Art & Roman Griswald
and the Organics
Every Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Classic Rock Nite
Featuring: Minature Buzzard OCT. 26,27,28

was taken away from the states
and the Supreme Court was the
only body able to regulate free
speech.
All three professors agreed
the issue of local groups removing books or other materials
from shelves of libraries was not
fair.
Klein said he received a letter
from students at a local school
naming certain books that were
considered unacceptable for
their college curriculum including "One Flew Over the Cuckoo s Nest," "Bell Jar" and
"1984."
In Bowling Green, one parent
tried to stop the teaching of
"Catcher in the Rye."
"These are all very good
books. Many deal with important human concerns," Klein
said. "Most are by American
authors and most are fiction."
"(It's sad) that a small group
can exert enough pressure to
stop others from seeing what
they want," Nachbar said.
Individuals attending the
forum also showed concern over
the amount of objectionable material found in movies.
One student said he couldn't
understand why more people
aren't more concerned with the
violence occurring in movies.
"There are no simple solutions to violence, drugs and the
disintegration of the nuclear
family (that occurs in movies).
Censorship people are looking
for the simple way out," Klein
said.
"In terms of films (the United
States) has self-imposed censorship in an attempt to avoid
government intervention,"
Nachbar said.
Nachbar said, referring to the
movie "Robocop," most movies
are self-censored to receive a
better rating. Obscenities were
added to "Star Wars" to make it
a PG instead of a G-rating, he
"The reason this is done is
money. There is nothing legal
about it. People are willing to
make changes in anything for
money," Nachbar said.

Seniors!
Get your portrait taken
Senior portraits begin again
the day before Halloween
$5 gets you in The KEY and some great poses
from which to choose personal portraits.
Call 372-8086 today for your appointment.

LIVE AT BGSU
Tuesday, November 14
8:00 p.m., Anderson Arena
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 372-2343
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Mall to feature card show
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer

Thousands of baseball cards dating back to the 1950s will be
bought, sold and admired at the Woodland Mall this weekend at a
show put together by area collectors.
The show, which will run all day Saturday and Sunday, will also
offer other kinds of sports collectables such as autographs from
different sports figures, said Robert Whitcum, coordinator of the
event and a baseball card collector for more than 10 years.
Seven Northwest Ohio residents organize the show about every
two months said Whitcum, a Fremont native, and it gives them a
chance to meet others interested in the hobby while making money.
"We make a little bit of money so we can add things to our own collections, and we meet other people," Whitcum said.
The show also may help them to acquire more baseball cards, he
said.
"We hope people will come into the show and bring in their own
collections that they don't want," Whitcum said.
America is a sports-oriented nation, which helps fuel the public's
interest in baseball cards. Card collecting's popularity nas increased in recent years, with an appeal that goes beyond the preteen market.

"A lot of people see that most cards seem
to Increase in value. Instead of stocks and
bonds, people collect baseball cards."
-Robert Whitcum, baseball card collector
"There are a lot of adults at the shows," Whitcum said. "A lot of
fathers are bringing their sons to the shows, but before long the fathers are at these shows and the kids can't be found."
Many of the adults who go to baseball card shows are coming back
to the hobby after growing up with it as children.
With sometimes-dramatic increases in baseball card prices, the
hobby is now attracting investors.
"A lot of people see that most cards seem to increase in value,"
Whitcum said. Instead of stocks and bonds, people collect baseball
cards."
An example of these price increases is the Pete Rose rookie card,
Whitcum said. In 1963, it was worth 2 cents, but by 1979 it had increased to $100. Today, that Rose card is worth $600.
"A lot of it has to do with the trouble he has been in," Whitcum
said.

Michigan man Woodland Mall to
found with drugs offer treats tonight
A Michigan man remains in
Wood County Jail as he awaits
his preliminary hearing after
being arrested Tuesday on
charges of cocaine abuse and
driving without a driver's license.
Peter Gilbert Jr., 30, of Flint,
Mich., was arrested Tuesday at
about 8 p.m. by Bowling Green
police officers after they reportedly found a mirror, a straw and
two small packets of cocaine inside his 1976 Dodge van, police

said.
Police said the man originally
was pulled over by the officer
because of invalid license
plates. Gilbert was not carrying
a driver's license and agreed
when officers asked to search
his van.
Gilbert's bond has been set at
$10,000 and his preliminary
hearing is scheduled for Oct. 27,
at 2:30 p.m., according to a
Stokeswoman for the Bowling
reen Municipal Court.

InterracialD Continued from page 1.
He believes the reason this
country has such a problem with
interracial dating is the fact
races do not associate with one
another.
"People are segregating
themselves — in order to obtain
equality, the races must intermingle," he said. "Getting to
know the other side is half of the
battle."

Reagan papers
D Continued from page 1.
Runkel refused to discuss in
more specific detail the nature
of the Justice Department's
reaction to Greene's ruling.
Asked if the department was
considering a claim the papers
are protected by executive privilege, Runkel said only, "The
."possibilities are wide, I expect."
Olson did not immediately return a reporter's telephone call.
Poindexter is accused of obstructing various congressional
inquiries into the Iran-Contra affair. He contends that Reagan's
diaries and notes taken during
their frequent meetings will
show that the former president
authorized many of his actions
in the Iran-Contra affair.
Greene held that if such diaries and notes contain relevant
information, Poindexter is entitled to subpoena them for use as
evidence at the trial, set to begin
Jan. 22.
Among other things, Poindexter contends that he and Reagan
discussed a false chronology of
the administration's arms sales
to Iran that is the subject of four
of the charges against the former national security adviser

Reid compared some Americans' ethnocentric attitudes to
people staving within their own
nouses and never leaving.
"People seem to feel safe and
secure only dating within their
own group in this country," he
said.
Tomorrow: Sociologists explain why society often disapproves of interracial dating.

^^

by Scotto Chapski
reporter

Tricks and treats will be plentiful when the Woodland Mall
Merchants Association sponsors
"Trick-Or-TTeat On The Mall'
Thursday.
Costumed employees will
hand out wrapped candy to all
the little ghosts and goblins from
6 to 8 tonight.
Following that, names will be
drawn from the registration for
books, gift certificates, stuffed
animals and savings bonds
which will be awarded by the
merchants.
Tricks will be performed by
Perrysburg magician Dave
Sieia. Sieia will stroll around
Cafe Court doing tricks from 7 to
7:30 p.m. before taking center
stage at 7:30 p.m. to perform for
the entire audience.
Other festivities include "Hal-

Falcon Cup VI
Ohio's Largest Lacrosse Tournament
Bowling Green

Ohio Wesleyan

Kent State

Oberlin

Case Western

Univ. of Toledo

Dayton

Wright State Univ.

Sat. Oct 28 & Sun. Oct 29
9:30-3:30
Intramural Fields

The diaries remain in ReaKi's custody and he claims
y are his personal property,
according to filings in the case.
Greene ruled that Poindexter's attorneys may issue subpoenas for documents kept by
Reagan or at the National Archives. The subpoenas would be
returnable by Nov. 23.
Under the Presidential Records and Materials and Preservation Act, a former president
may invoke executive privilege
to prevent the archives from
releasing certain papers. The
law, however, does not extend
this privilege to subpoenas for
material needed as evidence in a
criminal trial.

Sponsored by BG Beverage & Mr. Spots
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The Wild Funtier

THURSDAY
College I.D. Night
TONIGHT
"BEST CHEST NIGHT"'
GET IN FREE!!
Every Ihursday

18 8 Over
Located 10 minutes north of
Bowline] Green on Rt 25
Formerly Buttons
Proper ID required
874-2

£££*.

by Wynne Everett
staff writer

The issue of off-campus
underage drinking again dominated the City-University Relations Committee's discussion
at its monthly meeting yesterday.
Greg Bakies, University director of legal services, said he
asked the issue be reintroduced
to the agenda in order for the
commitee to add to the list of
possible programs designed to
decrease underage drinking discussed at last month's meeting.
Bakies said two such suggestions from the previous meeting
were his office's distribution of
information concerning a host's
legal responsibilities when serv-

"The new (drinking)
law has not done us
any favors in

i™*** the good

will of the young
people."

-Edwin Miller,
Bowling Green Mayor

ing alcohol and the interfraternity and panhellenic councils'
According to Beth Isaacs, censureship of members who
Woodland Mall marketing direc- serve underaged drinkers.
tor, the event drew 1,200 chilWayne Colvin, University didren last year and she antici- rector of greek life, said that so
pates 1,500 this year.
far this semester there have
been two fraternity members
"This is a community event expelled from their chapters for
that helps keep the children off serving alcohol to underaged
the street," Isaacs said. "The drinkers.
Colvin added that another
parents and children can enter a
safe, well-lit environment and case concerning a possible expulsion is pending.
have a fun time."

Campus I
P0II1/6V6S
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Alcohol is main
focus of meeting
Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Coughlin said he believes allowing underage students admittance into the local bars would
decrease the number of offcampus underage drinking
problems.
"U eighteen-year-olds were
allowed to go to the bars just to
eat, and meet people we
wouldn't see as many problems
with off-campus drinking,"
Coughlin said.
Mike Marsden, citizen's representative to the committee,
said he believes cooperation
with local beer distributers
would help curb underage drinking.
Marsden suggested a distributers should voluntarily limit
the number of kegs sold to a
single address in order to decrease the number of offcampus parties at which
underage students drink. "Kegs
at these off-campus parties
create an open bar situation,"
Marsden said.
Mayor Edwin Miller said the
recent change in the legal drinking age has contributed to the
underage drinking problem by
creating an increased number of
underaged students as well as
"an enforcement problem".
"The new law Has not done us
any favors in winning the good
will of the young people," Miller
said.
Marsden said he believes the
city is obligated to enforce the
new drinking age regardless of
whether or not it was in favor of
the change.
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^ Gathering Place"

352-9638 or 354-0056
440 E Court Street
Free Delivery
BLUE PLATE SPECIALS
1.
2.
3.
4.

One Bowl Salad and Cup of Soup
One Bowl Salad and Slice of Pizza
4" George Sub and a Cup of Soup
Bowl of Soup and Garlic Bread

$2.50
$2.75
$3 00
$1.50

You get it in 7 minutes or less or the next lunch meal is on us. Ask |
about George's lunch crew card.

Monday Through Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(Inside Only)
The Savings Are Great!
Live Entertainment with Thl« Year'* Fad at 10:00 p.m.

We've got everything you need for
Halloween'
COSTUMES I MASKS I MAKE UP
TOOTH WAX I HAIR SPRAY I GREASE
PAINT I BEAGLE PUSS GLASSES I
WIGS
ETCETERAH. RAH. RAH'

THE SOURCE
$11 L ftWtr • 16, 04*

352-6886

Consul. Champ. 11:30
Championship
2:00

In his request for documents,
Poindexter cited notes taken by
the former president and others
during his meetings with Reagan as well as presidential diarProsecutors for independent
counsel Lawrence Walsh were
allowed to read and take notes
from typewritten extracts of
Reagan s diaries that were prepared by the White House.

loween Story Hour" presented
by Encyclopedia Britannica and
a "Junior Haunted House"
sponsored by Bowling Green
Jaycees. The readings will be
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Cafe Court
and the haunted house will operate from 6 to 8 p.m.
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You've seep ll^e Movie
- Now —
Don't iifiss tl?c Lecture!!!
Dr. Wade Davis Lecture
Author of the book Serpent and the
Rainbow
Thursday, October 26
8:30 P.M.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Admission:
Students: $1.00
Non-Students: $2.00
Dr. Wade Davis will lecture on animal sacrifice, spirit
possession and the unique Aim .in notion ol lite and rebirth.
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Vincent makes right choice
Commissioner's choice to play is needed in Bay Area
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

Commentary
Emotions are a part of life.
But for Fay Vincent, baseball's commissioner, life has
been filled with emotions for the
last couple of months.
Baseball's CEO became the
game's main man with the passing of his predecessor and good
friend Bart Giamatti. Not only
were these men business associates working to better America's pastime, they were comrades.
Their relationship extended
beyond the formal standards of
business. Each individual was
living a dream, and living it

together.
And know this. In midstream
of this World Series between the
neighboring cities of San Francisco and Oakland — which was
being played in honor of Vincent s late friend and ex-boss —
one of the most tragic natural
disasters in United States history took place.
For some citizens of the Bay
Area, the dismal aftermath is
enough to make a sunny day
S;loomy. For other, memories of
ost lives and shattered dreams
make a day not even worth experiencing.
And amidst the rubble in Oakland and San Francisco sits a
man who will ultimately make
the decision if one of the world's
greatest sporting events will
proceed under such devastating
damages.

It would have been an admirable decision if this series
would have been permanently
suspended due to the circumstances. In fact, Vincent stated,
"our modest little sporting event
is unimportant now," in last
Wednesday morning's aftermath.
This was a wise choice of
words, and the truth. Indeed the
whole idea of sports was the last
thing on these people's minds at
that point in time.
That statement was basic
compared to the complicated
decisions following. The questions of focus for Vincent and his
consultants have seemed to
center around the questions of
when the series would resume,
why it would go on, and where it
would take place.
These questions are simple
when related to an everyday situation, but in this case they were
vital. With every decision Vincent was well aware he would be
criticized.
But he had to turn away from
this criticism, and do what was
sincerely in tne best interest of
the cities of Oakland and San
Francisco, and of course, the
game of baseball — which he is
representing.
And Vincent has done just
that. Although he has received
his fair share of criticism for letting the series continue, the
commissioner has made the

right decision.
After meeting with the
mayors of Oakland and San
Francisco, and the general
managers of the A's and Giants,
the decision was to continue the
games this Friday.
So, obviously the people making the decision think the cities
are physically able to handle the
hustle and bustle activity the series creates. If this is true, the
people of these cities need this
series more than ever.
Playing the rest of the "Bay
Bridge World Series" would be a
perfect way for the Bay Area to
announce, "we're down, but not
out." There isn't a better way
for these cities to send the message to the world they will be
back.
An impressive fact in this
whole scenario is the attitudes
the players have displayed.
They also realize the sensitivity
of the whole issue and that baseball is currently at the bottom of
the priority list in the area.
The irony to the whole situation is while baseball is indeed
just a trivial aspect in the midst
of this disaster, it is a needed escape from reality.
The people need a relief from
the grim results of the earthquake, and baseball is a perfect
solution.
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FALCON FEVER! CATCH in

ALL YOU CANEATI
BBQ RIBS
RIBS
s

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN
NO COVER
352-9951
yv 7,y^i__
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Classic Rock from
Aerosmith, Foreigner,
Rush and more

Tonight
Thurs. Oct. 26
Voted Best Bar
In BG!

RIBS

TONIGHT 4:30 — 7:00 p.m.

$4.00

|

% THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION g
No Reservations accepted (or these Specials
::•:•
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. dally

Falcons still
have chance at
winning season
by Andy Woodard
sports writer

With four weeks left in the season, the football team finds itself in a familiar position -all but out of the Mid-American Conference race.
After the Falcons lost their first five games last year, they
played out the string trying to improve for this season.
They did improve and could have tied for first place with a
victory at Eastern Michigan Saturday. But BG lost 21-13 and
the Hurons still have the top spot to themselves.
The Falcons (3-4 overall. 3-2 in the MAC) have not been
mathematically eliminated from the race, though.
Yet, it's not likely that Eastern (6-1-1. 5-0), Ball State (4-2-1,
4-1) and Central Michigan (3-4, 3-1) will finish with two losses
apiece and put BG back in the picture.
BG head coach Moe Ankney said there's still a lot to play for
this season.
"We're not counting ourselves out, but we're behind the eight
ball," said Ankney, whose team plays at winless Miami Saturday. "We still have a lot of football games to play.
"We need to win some football games. That's what we're in
this for — to win football games.''

oca

Miami has not won a game since late in the 1987 season, when
it beat BG 17-7. Its 20-game winless streak is the longest in the
nation.
Last year, the Redskins were 0-10-1, their first losing season
since 1942. The 21-21 tie came at BG after Miami drove 69 yards
in 3:30 for a touchdown and two-point conversion with 34 seconds remaining.
With its current 0-6-1 record, Miami is assured of twostraight losing years for the first time since 1941-42.
"Everyone is feeling sorry for Miami. But I'll feel a helluva
lot sorrier for myself if we lose," Ankney said.
Under Ankney, the Falcons are 0-2-1 against the Redskins.
The coach pointed out how Miami cost BG shares of the 1986
and 1987 MAC titles. In '86, the Falcons finished a game behind
Miami and in '87, a game back of Eastern Michigan.
"Last year's game will serve as a motivator for us," Ankney
said. "We didn't win and we should have."
D D D
With the loss at Eastern, the Falcons have won just one of
their last 10 road games. BG has not won at Miami since 1984,
when it posted a 41-10 victory.
After hosting winless Kent State Nov. 4, the Falcons play at
Western Michigan and Tulsa.
It's not out of the question for the Falcons to win their next
three games. Miami and Kent State are winless and Western,
the defending MAC champion, has played inconsistently.
A 6-5 record would be quite a turnaround from last year's
2-8-1 mark.
□ D G
The Hurons held BG quarterback Rich Dackin to just 217
yards passing. He did not throw a touchdown pass, ending a
personal four-game stretch in which he had at least one scoring
toss.
Dackin, a senior, needs 65 yards Saturday against the Redskins, who have the best pass defense in the MAC, to move into
third place in MAC career passing yardage.
He would surpass former Falcon quarterback Mark Miller.
ODD
Cris Shale leads the MAC in punting with a 40.4 average. He
led the conference last year, averaging 41.5 yards a kick.
Former Miami punter Chuck Konrad finished second to
Shale average-wise, but was named first-team all conference
ahead of Shale, now a junior.
Shale received second-team honors.
The difference, according to Ankney, was in net punting, a
team statistic which takes into account how far the punt is returned.
Miami had a league-best 34.8 net average while BG finished
fifth at 32.7.
This year, the Falcons rank sixth at 31.8.

Second-half surge
gives booters win
has outscored its opponents 22-5
in the second stanza this season,
notched a game-winning goal
late in the match to defeat Michigan State, 2-1, Wednesday in
East Lansing, Mich.
It was the Falcons' seventh
victory in their last eight
contests, boosting their record
to 9-3-3, while the Spartans
dropped to 8-8.
The Falcons got on the board
first as tri-captain Andrew
Arthurs netted his second goal of
the season from a Rob Martella
pass.
MSU answered just more than
five minutes later when senior
midfielder Chris Coppi, on a
Carl Hopflinger assist, scored
his fifth goal of the year to tie the
match, 1-1.
But BG middle striker Ken
Sorensen took a Jim Conrad
pass and hit the back of the
Spartan net at 78:14, making the
Falcons victorious for the 10th
time in the 18 matches the
squads have met.
Sorensen's goal was his second game-winner of the season
and his fifth overall.
Falcon goalkeeper Mickey
Loescher made seven saves to
move his record to 9-2-3 with a
0.82 goals against average.
BG travels to South Bend,
Ind., Sunday for a 1p.m. match
with Notre Dame. The Fighting
Irish were ranked 10th Si the
Great Lakes Region entering the
week while the Falcons were
ranked seventh.
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The Brothers of Phi Slgme Kepoe would a., lo
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CAMPUS*CITY EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

* ASM FORMAL MEETING ■
. 74SBAI14
SPEAKER: Arthur Anderson
Pizza after meeting

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Comptaia Paokagmg Neede. UPS. Federal Expraaa. Typing. Resumes. FAX. COOKM

"Expand your cuNural horizons*
There wB! ba a trip to see a native American Indian dance performance Thursday Nov 9th
Coat of ma Kkat and lianapumoon *■ bo
820 For mora mlo Cal 3642384 or
353-5401 Flaaarva your ticket now! Saats ara
•Sponaorad by tha Ethnic Studies Assocle

•PHI 810MA KAPPAThe Brothers ol Phi Slgme Keppa would ake to
congratulate Garret! Wyckofl and Bandy Applabia on the* recant lavalsrtng.

ALL WELCOME
Coma and foln Mara! Hindu Festival. Festival
Of Lights. (FrI.IOct 27. 8 30 10 30pm at mil
Lounge. 411 South Hal Refreshments wti ba
provided.
Attention anyone who ordered a
TEACHERS BAG
or any other merchend*e
thru O SEA
Pick up your orders NOW In 410 ED
BAMAIFBESIDE

Alt your typing
Prompt end proleeeh
CeHCIera. JM-4017.
Nonsmoking female Roomete wanted for Spring
Semeeter Furnlehed apartment 3638730
Aak for Lenoro or MtehoBo.

BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BUROCR KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KINO HAS SWEATSHIRT MAMA

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concerns at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Cal 364-HOPE
For Wo on FREE PREONANCY TESTS
and aupporttva aervtoaa.

CAVEMAN
Thanks for a greet weekend and dinner Maybe
the weter won! bol next Brno.
Terri

Typing
St .36 par page
354-0371

CLOTHING/HALLOWEEN COSTUME BALE
Wad, Thure, Frl„ OoL 26-2711 em-6
Theatre Green Room
Stage Door North End ol U. Hall Parking Lot
LOOK FOR THE BALLOONSI
COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT 12 AT7 30. BA 110

TYPING SERVICES for al typee ol papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Cal 362-3887 from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

COME JOIN THE MANAOEMtNT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT.'• AT 7:80, BA 110

PERSONALS

CLOTHtNG/TtALlOWEEN COSTUME SALE
Wad., Thurs., Fr„ Oct. 26-2711 am-5
Theatre Green Boom
Stage door North End ol U. Hall Parking Lot
LOOK FOR THE 8ALL00NSI

UPTOWN HALLOWEEN BLAST
TUESDAY OCTOBER 31 ST
ISO FIRST PRIZE COSTUME CONTEST
1 ST 200 GET FREE T-SHIRT

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB)
THURSDAY, OCT 12 AT 7:30. BA 110
Congrarukrtlone to Deb Hertzel ol Alpha ON
Omega on her tavasertng to Todd ErHnoer a
Beta Theta PI at HampdenSyndney Coeeoe
VkgrUa It was quite a surprise L IT B
Coupon Book for Sale
S75/negohable
Cal 372-1983
DEE GEE FREEZE FRAMERS:
Ann

COME HAVE FUN
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Invitee you to the HALLOWEEN PARTY
Prizes win be awarded lor the best costume
Join us et the Amani Room
Sat. Oct 28.8:00 PM-1 00 AM
Refreshments, music, and games provided'

HALLOWEEN DIMERS
DIMERS
HALLOWEEN NIQHT
7-8 PM
OCTOBER 31
ATSLAMMERS

Community Share
Friday, Oct 27, Nov 10. Dec 1
8:30 -77 UCF CENTER(Comar of ThurstJn and
RUga)
Comedy. Music. Poetry. Discussions. Philosophy. Video's. Slides. Movement. Coma and
share whatever you wish or come to be entertjajnad. Sponsors. GSS and Bla Thompson
Enhance Your Cultural Knowledge
GERMAN CLUB STAMMTISCH
9 00 PM each Thurs
M
Campus Potyayes
Everyone Welcome1
Germen Club Meeting
Thurs 5:30 Rm 70 McDonald
All majors welcome
i
GSS sponsored Reggae Dance
October 28 8PM
Grand Bearoom
«$2/peraon
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 16. 1989 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP AND QOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 1. 1888
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONINO 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN, YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE
LAG.A
There wvt be a meeting of the Lesbian and Gay
Alienee Thursday. October 28. at 8:30 PM.
The meeting is tree and open to al. and It wi be
.'heM m the basomenl ol the United Chrletlen Fellowship Canter Cal the Gay.Lesoien vitormaBon me al 362-LAQA from 7-10 pm Mondays,
Wsdneedeys. and Fridays lor mora dotoas
LEARN HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF
80 SU Karate Clubs Self-del en se Nig hi
Thuraday. Oct 26 6:00 PM
Middle Eppler Gym
Weer loose clothing end BRING A FRIEND'
O S E A Fundraising Committee
Next meeting: 830 Mon October 30
Education Bid 2nd rtoor
Study in France, Summer '80 & academic year
'80-'91: Information meeting, lonighl 7:30 PM.
French House

Trtfany
CeUa
ARE YOU READY TO MEET THE CHALLENGE
OF FREEZE FRAME?!
FLU COACHES:
JOE AND SCOTT

**KK0**UI' Jenny Helm*-, "KKO**
My ma ata Jan you're rear, quite sweet fuel to
be with you wH be very neat
What's my identity, you lust wait and seeAnd then my swesome little you w« be
UntJ that Ome, don't put up a tight
Yous know who I am whan It comas to tonight!
Your Big?
•*KK0**KKO*"KKO"KKO"
•ATTENTION*
Are you stB wondering what a fraternity can
offer you? The cheaenges. the fun. 6 tha
leadership" Lai ua answer your queettone Jom
the Brothers of PHI SIGMA KAPPA on Thursday(Today) 7-8:30 tor a rntdaemeater rush al
tha Alpha Gemma Delta house!, behind Conktm
Hell Meelthefraternrryolthe 1990a
•KKO*UL-IRENE-KKQ*
Tonight's the night thai you we* know.
The name ol the Kappa with a curly second toe
-I LOVE MY LITTLE
Love, Your Bag

DEE GEE FREEZE FRAMERS:
CHECKLIST:
DECODER RINGS
SPY GLASSES
SCAFFOLDING EQUIPMENT
MAP
COMBAT BOOTS
COMPASS
SCUBA GEAR
GET PSYCHED FIJI FREEZE FRAME IS NEAR1
DEE GEES
Get ready lor our costume Heeoween 6-way
with tha Pikes. PN Deris. Slgme Cms. KDa. 8
Cht-Osl We wet have a trigtrttuOy tun BrnoM

LOST*FOUND
LOST:
2 Pteetlc containers corvaarvng 3 1/2Computer dates
One gray and one beige
VERV IMPORTANT
PUaaacalMfcest
372-8088 or 364-8443

LoM: Horeeenoe eheped diamond ring. Qreet
deaf of Sentimental Value Reward • found
■ 372-1840.
atTWAROpoeet»a for Mo regarrjng K*. stolen
liatliai bomber (acrtel aarrang Olen MBar Inalgrea on on back Cal 372-4883

POND

835 Higri SI ■ Rental Off.ce
Located al Cherrywood Hettth Spa
9 00 - « 30

Monday ■ Friday

9112 month Leases Available
FMIfaT0>>
3 ftOCTOOO"

PIEDMONT APTS.
BIRCHWOOO PLACE «50 SIXTH ST.

POND

for Ward One CHy Council
OZ DZ OZ 02 DZ DZ
Keep up the good work pledget1 You're doing a
great (obi
OZOZDZOZDZDZ

Qemme Phi Beta • -Janet Ed** * Gemma Phi
Beta
Youmedemecallhefeclllne.
To my dues you never did sign.
Thursday came and I eras aurprtaad,
You blew out the candta. I could have dtad.
I thought to BCjfOOa*, "Holy Big!''
But n is true my Big. I reaOy dig!
I love you-Big1
Love. IT Lies

Wei ever nave'
We love you guys and we're psyched for to
rsghtl
Love.
Your KKO Ufa

The Staters of Pi Beta Pt» would Ike to congretutate Sandy Appktbee on her My staring to Phi
Sigme Keppa Gerretl Wyckofl

Kepoe Ternary Kappa
Not loo much longer before you see
The! your big is wetting for you anxiouely
Get ready for BINGO
then come 10 my door
ceuee I'm not teemg you anymore'
Love-Your Big

KD * CHERYL BIXA * KD
I'm reefy looking forward to some greet timee"
Thanks for al the notes left st the house" Con
gratuMtone on being peartedl I love my btgll
Monica

GET OUT OF TOWN!
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Tha Dana Zeta pledge dees would *e to congratulate Tammy Scheeler on her recant en
gegement
DZDZDZDZDZDZ

Study-ln-France Interest meouno
Thursday. October 28 7:30 PM
French House. Sorority Row

KO-KMtaULLER-KD
Congratutatlons on your recent aprxlrrrment to
the position of SOTW chelrman Thanks for be
mg my iiaHlanl guard, tool KO love and mine.
Monica
P S It's about time you gol an office'

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Tha Deris Zeta Pledge class wishes everyone
good luck on midterms
DZDZDZDZDZDZ
Every Mon-FrlB-IOPM
WBGU 88.1 FM
The beat m R 8 B. Rap and Dance Music
in Northwest Ohio
POWER 88

continued on p. S

A4>

FRANCE THIS SuaOjOER?
Complete your language requirement
while broedenmg your horizons!
Summer Clueler in France
Informalion meeting
Thurs .Oct 26.7 30PM
French House. Sorority Row
FREEZE FRAME
GREEK PICNIC
FREEZE FRAME
GAMMA PHI BETA/FUI
Friday 8 Saturday
October27»2l
Cempua Flknsoresents
PetSementary
.IB,10.012
HI210MSC
Admlsslon »1 50

A*

A*

A* A$ AJ AS
We love our Lil's
MICHELLE CURLEY
WENDY EBERLE
BETH KRITZLER
Alpha Phi Bigs,
HOLLY. MARIA, j JILL
A* A* A* A» A$

A*

A<E

A*

A*

At

A*

A*

A*

PARKING REGULATIONS ENFORCED
Parking regulations in Athens, Ohio are actively enforced.
Visitors to the Athens City-Ohio University area should avoid
being penalized and having vehicles towed. Areas such as
yellow curbs, handicapped and loading zones, on sidewalks
and in front yards, all have a $20 minimum penalty-$30 if not
paid within 48 hours. Cars parked illegally on private property may be towed at owner's expense, not to exceed $40
and $5 a day storage charge.

andKELLV MILLER.

1*1 Be>ate»

Ftjrr-aVWd -8* -0 -A* c»»|i«nO
t.fc«af/'-e.CeD8*t» BTMJO MOB*!
GM ho*** ojPd coooung
Ukjmjvy mm on BV*C " Dw-tng
P^MaroM gm—m*
botxd cor«ailOOe-l int-nr.

All 'tMetonts i* navoj merriOefBVVD pr'Vtagn to C*>e*rywooa*] Hearth Spa
CorncMte lac*lie» '<M "<•»> and •>**omef'
• My*o - Spa Whmpool
e Insfoer MMIM Pool
• Uelro SaiMia
• New WoXoM Equiptnenl
e CotnpitU t.a-ciia Equipmtnt
• Tinning Boom Available

They're
back!

®

BGSU'S BIGGEST DAY OF THE YEAR!

The lei. 1989 Pledge Class of Theta Chi
Frstornity proudly present s FREE CAR WASH.
this Saturday Oct 28th. at the Mid Am Bank, located on Eaat Wooaler Ave (near McDonalds )
Donations are being accepted, where a percentage we* be given to charity.

"OPENfNQ NEW DOORS TO OUR FUTURE''
OSEA Seminar'88
November 11 1888
Applications outside 410 Education
Due November 3.1888
O S E A Seminar '89

GAMMA PHI BETA
Hurry up. Its not too Hat
To go out and gat a date
It's a Gamma Phi dash date party
Be at the house by 8:45 end dress eccordmgto

Mao...

lavalertng of BLAKE KNEEDLER

Take e Break and Join Us
World Student Aaaocatlon is having a
Special Outdoor Coffee Hours. Everyone Wetcomeli (Thurs.) Oct 28, et LWon Oval,
2 30 4 300pm Snacks and refreshments pro
vtdod. tnc aaa of bad weather, even! w» be
moved to mil lounge, 411 South Hal Not:
WSA Aporoojie lor the cancellation ol Special Outdoor Coffee Hours on (thurs) Oct 6,
teas.

WOMEN FOR WOMEN PRESENTS
Friday. Oct. 27 at 8:00 pm
in rm 115 Education BUg.
Keren Thompson, a Human Rights Acttvtst from
Mmneeota Presentation: Why Cant Sharon
Kowataki Come Home? Sharon Kowalaki guardlenehip caae and the inlenetettonahip of homophobia, disability rights, ssmsm. and other human rights issues Please Jom Us More Info.
Please contact Woman tor Women at
372-2281.

Freeze Frame
October 21.1880

DIMERS ARE BACK
78p.m. TONIGHT
ATSLAMMERS

Wedonlknowwho.
But we do know that you guys ara the greeteal

to announce the recent

Enjoy Good Living »n '89 with

PART* ROOM FOR RENT

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA BIGS
The day hee coma (or us to be a part of the KKQ

DELTA TAU DELTA is proud

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

GAMMA PHI BETA
Hurry up. Ire not to less
To go out and get e date
ITs a Gtamma Phi dash date party
Be et ma house by 8 45 and dress according to

Gemma Ptv Bete/FUl
Freeze Frame

POND

Typing done on a word processor 20 yra. experience typing books, theses, dtaertettons.
Cal 353-1602

You ara cordially invited to attend a dsxuoekxi
on tha topic: Independent Invsstlgstlon ol
Truth.
October27, 1888
7:30 p.m.
840 Pea/I SI BG

Kappa* KanKrter • Kappa
Do you know who I em? Gel psyched for lornoftt
end ready for good times to come1
Love. Your Blrj?*7"
KAPPA KAPPA KAPPA KAPPA

18 and over Dance Party
Tonight al Stammers
Under 21 $2 00 cover
21 1 Ever always tree

Bon*

ACM Maatlng Tonight
Do your deeeee atraaa you? No KJddmgl
wan. tornght's maotmg era hckjda a guaat
speaker on Streas Managamant Take Brno out
ol your streestul schedule to attend tomohts
maehng and laam to hanrja your Maae Meet
Hg Bme: 7:30 m 204 Monley

Gemma Prv Bete/FUl
Freeze Freme
Ughts. Carriers. Action
Freeze Frame

DELTA ZETA
Deer Little Shannon.
Have a Happy 18th Btrtvjey
You are such a nerd1
Love. Your Beg
DELTA ZETA

D1MERSAREBACKI"
Omars 7-8p m « Stammers
Come meet your friends tor

Abortion. Mommg Altar Traatmant
Proud to ba Pro-Choloa
Center for Choice!
Tolado. OH 255-7760

■ONe>wo Octobejr 26,19»9 7

PARENTS' DAY '89
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4
FALCONS VS. KENT
1:30 P.M., PERRY FIELD

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE.

Senior portraits
begin Monday
Varden Studios of New York is
back on campus for one last
senior portrait shoot In 1989.
Schedule your
appointment now
to ensure a
convenient
appointment time

Call 372-8086 today!

I

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds

• WNwn October 26,1989

continued from p. 7
PtKE-PI PMI • PIKE-PI PHI • PIKE-PI PHI
Congrats lo Bob Hoarding of PI Kappa Alpha
on Ma tavaaarmg lo Pi Beta Pt» Wendy
Schubert Bob. I knew you'd do it sometime.
and Wendy, wear ,em with pride Love ya Both.
Hags PI Kappa Alpha
PIKE-PI PHI • PIKE-PI PHI ' PIKE-PI PHI
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOB SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
W9GU 88 I MON FFU 8 10PM
POWER 88

SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING

K KG K EL LI MCNKE KKG
Get ready tor btg Uttte hunt tonight' I am ao •»■
cited that you're a pert ot our family' See you at
8 and don't be late"
Love-Orandbtg?
KKG KKG ANGIE KKG KKG
Only a short white.
Until you see my smite
So don't worry, don't tret cause you're the
beetLove-Your Big
KKG KKG KKG KKG
LJI' .Amy Pafurnbo.
I em very excited lor lonight when you will finally
find out who I am and who everyone else it in
our family I am so happy that you are my Kile I
Love. Your Big??
•KKG" KKG' KKG"
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG
Lit Megan.
The day is finaty here.
For you who are dear.
Just remember your b*g
is as happy as a fig
and is psyched for the Thurs night dtgl
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG

The Sletera ol Alpha Chi Omega would Me lo
congratulate Chrlata Huthwalte on her
Sweetest day lavaaerlng to Kent State. Delta
Tau Delta Mark FroeHch
L.IT.B.
Tonight at BRATHAUS
Legal Joint (1.25
Kamlkall S.7S
Schnapps S.50
Pitchers
AN night long

KKG UT Anne KKG
Tortile you'l meet your famHy
We are so exerted to see,
How surprised you are when you see me'
Your Big
KKG L.I KeU. Menke KKG

VIP • Jennrler • VIP
Congratulations on a job well done The pump,
kin sale went greati We're al proud ol you!
Love. VIP Exec Board
VIP • VIP • VIP • VIP

KKO " LESLIE CRAIQ ' KKO
Welcome to our family! I'm so excited that you're myLM." See you lonight at the houseKKG love end mine.
Your BIO
KKO • SHEILAH O'SHEA " KKO
You are the BEST' I can't wait for tonight-at
least pretend to be surprised'
Love.
Your Big
KKG " KKG * KKG * KKG
KKG * THACI SCHLOTTERBECK " KKG
Only a few more hours, and you'll know who I
ami
Love. Your Big
KKG " KKG " KKG ■ KKG
KKO * TRICIA MAULLER ' KKO
Hey diddle diddle
Tonight's the night we become big and Mile'
Get psyched'
Love. Your Big
KKG ANGIE BARR KKO
Get psyched for big-imie hunt tonight! I am so
psyched that you are my grandttttte' Welcome
to the family!
Love-Grandbig?

Stranger things have happened'
Love. Your Big?
KKO Ul Micheie DeJong KKG
The time Is right for you tonight.
You mean so much, that is a hunch, so get excited'
KKO Love your big KKG

1S-OVER HALLOWEEN PARTY
AT SLAMMERS
OCTOBER 31
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 PM
COSTUME CONTEST - CASH PRIZES
UNDER 21 J2.00 COVER
21 * OVER FREE

KKG TRICIA HANSON KKO
Welcome to the lamey grandMHe' I am psyeded
for tonight! So get ready to have a blast with the
best KKG famrly'
Love-Grandbig?

Adoption Happdy married couple of 1 a yrs We
promise your chad a loving home and financial
security Devoted stay at home mom. caring
dad and one big eater AI medical a Legal expenses perd Can cosset (41 9) 822-9288

Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or student organization that would like to make money for
sponsorship oncampus throughout me semester CaHValorMyraat 1-800-592-2121

Alpha Phi Heidi Wlllhelm Alpha Phi
I'm so excited ouz I
got BG s BEST Little!

MB and Christa.
Hey roomies-did I ever thank you guys tor saving my lite on the seventh? You g*1s are the
queens'
Love. MM
PS Sorry about the mess and the mirror!
PS S. Cnnata-congrats on your lavahenng to
Mark'
Kim-thanks for the sign1

Get ready lor an awesome
year'
Love.

On No* 7

Female Roommate needed as soon as possible
$125'month. New Apartments Cal
354-6072 or (614) 389-5042
Need 1 female non smoker to sublease E
Merry apt tor Spg 90 with 2 other girts Avertable exam wk Please cal ASAP anytime and
leave message 353 8432
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 gme four houses from
campus Fal and Spring Semester Contact
Lynn or Kesey 363-7407.
Nonsmolung female needed to sublease my
apartment for Spring 90 Own Room, Across
from campus. S158 33 a month. Cal or stop by
anytime • 519 Ridge at No. 1. 353-8778
WANTED: lor 2 persons to sublease a 1
bdrnv apt. ctoee to campus very quiet bulldlng.W4-7tM.
Wanted 39 People
to lose weight/earn
money- 353-9764.
Wanted Brand new apartment 114 S. Main Avaiiabie for sublease Call Matt 352-2440

HELP WANTED
1 FEMALE TO SHARE NEWHOUSE WITH 3
GIRLS OWN ROOM S175/MTH VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AVAIL IMMEO CALL
AVA, NANCY. OR JOAN 353-5690

Babysitter needed for 1 and 4 yr old girl Part
Time cal 354-4747

t male roommate needed Move in now Cheap
Rent Very close to campus Al Utilities Paid E«cep Exact Call 354 6539

CAMPUS Representatives Needed For "Spring
Break 90s" programs to Mexico-BahamasFlorida a S Padre Island-Earn Free Vacation
PtusSSSS Call 800 448-2421

1 or two females needed lo sublease a 2 bedroom apartment for spring semester You Wl
be sharing it with two other girts Cheap rent
and all utikttea are paid for except electric. Cal
353-9451

NEW

r

sim

PUBLIC NOTICE
"The Nazarene Montessort School.
Inc . located al 1291 Conneaut Ave..

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo. Summer.Yr round. Al Countries. Al fields Free
info Write UC. PO B« 52 Corona Del Mar CA

1988 Ponbac Fiero. automatic. M-crutoe-eirAM/FM cassette a more This car to immaculate only 12.000 miles A must see car
$8250 00 Can Alissa 353 9474
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to offers
Call 385-8512
CLASSIC-MUST SELL
1978 OMs Royle 88 Diesel, runs great, black
body, no rust, low mileage, new exhust system
$1000/neg or best offer 372-1167
Epiphone 12 String guitar
like new ■ $176or trade
353-7868

92625 OH-03
Temporary clerical help • Must have legMe
herxhvrittng & accuracy to work independently
In BG Courthouse If interested please contact
CBC Company of NW Ohio at 475-6900
Toledo area company needs Junior or Senior
CS or MIS students to work part-time for the
remand* of the fal semester and the spring
semester Must have had COBOL, and some
database design knowledge is preferred Pays
S5-6/hr For more information stop by 238
Admm or cal Co-op office at 372-2451
Work 15 hours per weekend Our company is
seeking employees to perform unskilled light
production work Current openings for a new
weekend shift-7and 1/2 hours on Saturday
and 7 and 1 /2 hours on Sunday Plant location
to only 2 blocks from B G S.U campus. The
rate of wage Is S3 35 per hour. It interested in
this weekend shift, or it you can work at least
1S hours Monday thru Friday, call the office at
354 2844 or pick up an application at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 428 Clough
Street. Bowling Green. Ohio.

M N True You Can Buy Jeeps for S44 through
the US Government? Get the facts today' Cal
1-312-742 1142 Ext 1794
Maple Wurtitzer console piano
823-3033 eves before 9pm

FOR RENT
Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 battle, urrfurn
apt Slove. refng a dishwasher Included Available now atartlng at $400 month
Can John Newfove Real Estate 3542260
Winthfop Terrace apartments are now taking
appscaKms lor Spring and Fal SO leases 1 5
2 bedroom apartments available. Three great
locations, heat included, maintenance, laundry,
etc Call 352-9135 or come to 400 napolean
Rd

$2.45
1720 E. Wooeter
{acroaM from the stadium)
352-7000

<s
IS 1 MAID - BOWLING GREEN

All You Can Eat
•11:30 - 2
$3.99
4 - 7
$4.50
• Soup 'n' Salad Bar
• Hot Entrees

8RATHAUS HALLOWEEN PARTY
Tuesday October 31 si
Halloween Costume contest
1 at prlie $50. 2nd »25, 3rd 120
Free Bratheus t-shkts a hats
Drawing ever 16 mln
S » M sound (DJ) will play your tunee
Door prizes for every one

High Volume restaurant has tul time poeMone
available tor al shirts for waitresses Cashiers.
line cooks, and dishwashers Excellent opportunity for advancement apply in person any day
Union 76 l-75at exit 167N Baltimore. Oh.

1978 Portiec BonneviHe Reliable Best Otter,
Can 3540613

Mon. - Thur.

Bowl 'is' Greenery

■RATHAUS Friday Happy Hours
Legel Joint. Kamlkaxl, pitchers
Starts at 3PM-ePM

FlnrJay area company needs Jr or Sr accounting students for e spring semester internship
Must have had at least intermediate accounting.
Pay to competitive For information, stop by
238 Admin or cal Co-op office at 372-2451

1971 Pontlec Lemans - 4 door, 47,000 mHet
Mint Cond. Best Offer. Call S53-9564 After
6p.m.

DUTCH PANTRY
RESTAURANTS

Hour*:
Sun - I'll in-.
6 a.m. • ** p.m.
Fri. • Set.
6 a.m. • 10 p.m.

DEADLINE:

Attention Accounting Mefors: Numerous
Toledo. Cleveland. And Dayton area Companies are looking for sophomores and juniors for Spring Co-opt Stop by 238 Admin.
BMg. or call 372-2451

EXCELLENT SUMMER & CAREER OPPOR
TUNITIES now available lor college student a
graduates with Resort Hoists. Crutsetines. Air■nee. Amusement Perks & Camps For more Information and an appfceahon. write National Coltegtete Recreation Service. PO Box 8074; H*
Ion Heed SC 29936

FOR SALE

welcomes you to join
us for breakfast

PHI PSI DREWS.
Thanks lor all you do"
You're the best friend anyone could ever have'
Love.
KKG Beth
PI Phi P*e Pi Pta
Conoratutetiona Wendy Schubert on your levaBering lo Pi Kappa Alpha Bob Hoerahng
Love. Your Pi Phi Slaters

Cleveland company needs RTVF or VCT ma|ors
for a apring semester mtership w* work as a
video production assistant Pays S6/hr For information slop by 238 Admin or Cal Co-op Of
ficeal 372-2451

1 or 2 Female Roommates needed for spring
May rent pe*d-No deposit
AHUM txite.ee paid call Juli 353-8319

Alpha Phi MICHELLE MERKL-AJpria Pr.
I am so excited to nave you for my little' Get
payched for an AWESOME YEAR in Aloha Ph. I
love my aT 'I
Alpha Pr. Love and Mme.
Meaty

AOTT " UL KATE MILURON ■ AOTT
Congratulations on being elected activities
char' I'm so exerted that your my Woe! Get psychad lor an aewsome year' Luv Your Big Wendey.
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

Female Roommate Needed tor Spring
Nice Apartment • Cheap Rent
CaH 352 3199

WANTED

BigKaMs)
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

AOTT • LIL' UNOIE ESH8AUGH ■ AOTT
rm so excited that you're my'sttte' We re going
to have so many run and special times this yaw
and in the many yeara lo come
I LOVE MY LITTLE!
Eug Bethany
AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT • AOTT

Female needed to sublease Spnng 90
Campus Manor; Furnished
Call 353 8482

Wanted One female roommate needed for
Spring semester. Near campus Cal Sharon
352-0699

Of all the Irtttes there could be
YoUeVethetESTotKKG
Tonight's the night a al wil see
theBEST Big < Little - you and me'

ZBT " DAVE KRUPINSKI ■ ZBT
I am so glad you are back1 I missed you' Good
luck with your classes'
I LOVE YOU
PATTI

AGO La" Rose AGO
Thanks for a great dinner al Berries! Look forward to more funl
Love. Big Donna

KKG " KKG * KKG
LlJenSetch.
Gel Setched for tonight!
Blg/ltOehunt'89
Love. Big?
KKG " KKG " KKG

UNITED COLORS
OF BENtTTON

FALL COLORS OF BENETTON.
FRANKLIN PARK MAIL

The BG News "

Classified Information
Mail-in Form

Two daya prior lo publication, 4 pm.
1 The BG News la not responsible for postal service delays)

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1- or 2" ads

RATES:

per ad are 70' per line $2 10 minimum
55' extra per ad for bold face
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENT:

* required lor al non univeraity related businesses and individuals

NOTICE:

=x

i" (8 line maximom)
2" (16 Una maximum)

$6 25 per insertion
Si 2 45 per insert-on

The BG News will not be responsible for error due lo lleglbBrty or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hal Wnrnediattey if there la an error In your ad The BG Newt wil not be responsible for typographical
errors In classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel oi unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizstions Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

PHONE #

• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream

(For billing purposes only)

• Choice of Beverage

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

Located in the University Union
Coupons Accepted
4 - 7 only

ATTENTION SECONDARY EDUCATION
MAJORS

Bowling Green. Ohio, has requested
from the Ohio Department of Education a Charier
Any persons having knowledge of ra
cial discriminatory practices in the re
cruitment of students, admissions, em-

Due to increased demand, two sections of EDCI 370 General Teaching Methods in Secondary Schools will
be offered during the summer of 1990:

ployment, scholarships / loans / fee

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:

1) 4:00 • 6:00 M,T,W,R, - May 14 - June 15
2) 10:00 - 11:30 M.T.W.RjF, - June 4 - July 6

contact the Division of Equal Educatio-

Dates to appear

nal Opportunities. 65 South Front
Street. Room 416. Columbus. Ohio
(614) 466-3318
All complaints made will be investigated prior to the issuance of a

Wanted

Help Wanted

Rides

For Sale

Services Offered

For Rent

Personala

___ Lost and Found

• Campua/Cfly Event ads are pubHehed free of charge for one day tor a nonprofit event or meeting only

waivers, educational programs, or athletics / extracurricular activities should

43266-0308 Telephone number

Campua & City Events'

Both sections will feature assistance from experienced
teachers in lesson planning and the evaluation of
teaching.

Charter to said school *

Welcome to the Real World
GUESS WHAT 70tr? OUft HA, WAy/vt
H/U FREAKED °VT AZAlNArJD He's
RoAniNCrCA/WS AJOWAS R.A.fMN
OH Mo! X HoPE

ivoeopy GETS HvZT
THIS TIMf.

\

OKAY".
WHICH ONE
OF You"^°
WKEGrU^

VELLEP
>4 HE YLOoK.

-X.t£

19 •»

Total number of days to appear

Mall lo: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BO News
214 West Hall
BOSU
Bowlno Qraen, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2001

